WKYC-TV MONTHLY DOCUMENTARY REPORT

April 1966

SERIES: Special Program #191
WKYC-TV AIR DATE: 4-2-66

STORY TITLE: The Sound of Hope
RUNNING TIME: 19:30

STORYLINE: William Gargan was once known to millions of television viewers as "Martin Kane". Today, William Gargan is no longer an actor - he was forcibly retired by cancer of the larynx. Today, he travels the U.S. to sell cancer prevention. "The Sound of Hope" is an intimate look at Gargan, how he feels about his cancer, and his new career. Less an easily removed local insert, the program runs 19:30.

Program can be utilized in conjunction with local American Cancer Society officials for a live closing commentary to fill out to one half hour length.

PRODUCER: Bill Leonard
COMMERCIAL POSITIONS: none

WRITER: Rebecca Bell, Bill Leonard
CLEARANCE REQUIREMENTS: music

DIRECTOR: Bill Leonard
PRODUCTION START DATE: 3-23-66

NARRATOR: Virgil Dominic and William Gargan
PRODUCTION END DATE: 3-25-66

TYPE: tape, color
PRESENT STATUS: complete
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